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ract. We introduce the notion of unambiguous reduction of monoids of unambiguous relations 
and show how it is correlated with that of morphism of monoids of unambiguous relations. 
1. In uction 
Monoids of unambiguous relations play a fundamental role in the study of codes 
(cf. [l] and the references therein). 
We recall that a monoid of unambiguous relations A4 is a monoid of relations on 
a given set Q (the base of M) such that, for each m, n E and each (p, q) E mn, 
there exists a unique r~ Q verifying 
(p, t)E m and (r, q)E n. 
For a relation m between sets 2 and Q we denote by m-l the relation between 
Q and P defined by (q, p) E m-’ iff (p, q) E m. 
In order to sa~&i ‘universal prope1.y’ of certain recognizers offree submonoids, 
Bog 123 introduced the notion ~86 morpiztism of monoids of unambiguous relations. 
is an application f between the bases of two m ids of unambiguous relations 
and N such that the application 4 defined on 
dm=f-‘mf (0 
is a morphism of monoids of onto N. 
In this paper, we introduce the notion of uga uous reduction of 
unambiguous relations. A pair of partially define 
bases of tw of unambiguous relations is an 
reduction of if the application $ 
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is a morphism of monoids of 
us in the following sense: 
) E IY! such that 
(2) coincide. 
r is to show that if f is a 
then, under suitab 
onto N such that 
In order to specify this result, we recall e definitions. 
on a set P is trunsitive if for all pl, p2 f P re exists an n E 
e rank of a relation m C_ P x Q is the smallest such that 
of relations 
(PI, Pzk n- 
for some relations c C_ P x R and 1 s x Q with card(R) = r. It is denoted by 
rank(m), The m i~83al r nk of a monoi of relations is the minimum of the ranks 
of its nonempty elements. 
Now we can state the main result of this paper, which will be proved in 
hism of monoids of unambiguou 
nsitive and that there exist m E 
X f -‘( pJ is a nonempty relation offinite rank 
and h off such that (g, h) is an unambiguous 
mk for all m E M. 
particular case of the above proposition, one has the following result which, 
1, uses more simple hypotheses. 
unambiguous relations of onto 
en there exists an unambiguous 
re out the required condition on 
e following counterexample. 
rank, the 
On the contrary, there is no unambiguous reduction of 
(g, h) be a pair of part y defined functions of Q onto 
then there exists an m E such that dam(g) n dom( m) = 0. 
is the empty relation, which does not belong to Similarly, if card( dom( h )) G 1, 
then g?nh does not belo 0 N for all m E such that dom( h) n im(m) = 
Finally, if card( dom( g)) 2 card(dom( h)) a 2, then there exist ql, q2, q3) q4 E 
such that qr # q2, q3 # q4 and 
(s* 3 PA (929 P) E g, (93, P), (44, P) E h, (419 3), (q2, q4) E m* 
We deduce that the product g-‘mh is ambiguous. 
The following example shows that the hypothesis of transitivity for in the 
statement of Proposition I cannot be removed. 
Example 2. Set Q = { 1,2,3} and P = { 1,2}. Let M be the monoid of unambiguous 
relations generated by the relations 
a = w, al, b = w, m c = ((1,2), (1,3)1* 
men f= 10, 0, (2,2), (3,2)) is a morphism of monoids of unambiguous relations 
of M onto an intransitive monoid N of unambiguous relations on P. There is no 
unambiguous reduction (g, h) of M onto N such that f-‘mf = g-‘mh for all m E M. 
Indeed, let g, h be two partially defined functions of Q into P such that f-‘mf = 
g-‘mh for all m E Then, from (1,2) E g-‘ah and (1,2) E g-* bh one deduces 
(1, 1) E it-‘, (292) E h (3,2)Eh 
and therefore, the product g-‘ch is not unambiguous. 
In this section we recall some basic results concerning monoids of unambiguous 
relations, which will be useful for our purpose. 
irst of all, e fix some notation. e restriction of a relation 
(I;:GSi,i=1,2)isdenotedbymT,,,,. 
and by 0 the em 
e following proposition concerns the idempotents of a monoid of una 
relations. For the proof and further details, the reader is referred to [I]= 
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set Q. Set 
Let e be an idempotent of a monoid M of unambiguous relations on a 
S = Fix(e), I = esXo, c = eQxs, =I 
Then one has 
e = cl 
(3) 
rank(e) = card(S), esXs = I S~S = CSM = lc = Is. 
reover, is a monoid of unambiguous relations. 
Equation (3) is said to be the column-row decomposition f e. 
It is well known that a monoid of unambiguous relations M of finite minimal 
rank r which does not contain the empty relation contains an idempotent of rank 
r (cf., for instance, [ 11). Now we shall show that, for such an idempotent, Me is a 
group. 
Proposition 3. If e is an idempotent offinite minimal rank of a monoid of unambiguous 
relations M which does not contain the empty relation, then the monoid Me dejined in 
fioposition 2 is a pe_mutation group- 
f. An invertible relation is necessarily a bijection. Moreover, a finite monoid 
is a group if and only if it contains no idempotent other than the identity. Therefore, 
it is sufficient to show that the unique idempotent of M, is the identity. 
Let e’ be an idemF,tent of M,. Then one has ce’l E M and therefore, since the 
rank is nonincreasing by multiplication, 
rank( e’) 2 rank( ce’l) 2 rank(e) = card(S). 
We deduce from Proposition 2 that Fix( e’) = S and e’ = Is. Cl 
Let and N be monoids of unambiguous relations on the sets Q and P 
respectively, and f a morphism of monoids of unambiguous relation of M onto N. 
For all p E P we set 
If 4 is the application defined by (l), then, for all m E M, pl, p2 E P, one has 
( p1 9 p2) E 4m if and only if mQ X0 is nonempty. 
Then, by the unambiguity of%/, %e derive that, for all m, n E M, pl, p3 E P, there 
exists at most one p2 E P such that mQp,xQp, and nQpzXQPs are simultaneously non- 
empty. oreover, if such a p2 exists, then one has 
Qp,xQ,,,nQp2xQp, # O= (4) 
i 2, p3) E 4n and therefore, (P19P3k 
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We notice that N is transitive if and only if for all pl , p2 E there exists an m E 
such that mQPIXQP, is nonempty. 
3. Proof of the main resu 
First of all we establish the following lemma. 
1. In the hypotheses of Proposition 1, for all p E P, 
Mp ={mQPxQPImE M, mQ,,xQPfO) 
is a monoid of unambiguous relations of finite minimal rank. 
Proof. From (4), for p1 = p2 = p3 = p, one deduces that is a monoid. 
Let m E M, pl, p2 E P be such that mQP,xQP, is a nonempty relation of finite rank. 
By the transitivity of N there exist r, rk M such that rQPxQP, and r&QP are 
nonempty. By (4) one has 
(mr')4"4 = rQpxQp,mQp,xQp2r~p2xQp # o 
and therefore, rank( ( rmr’) Qpx 4) s rank( m QplxQp2) since the rank is nongrowing by 
multiplication. so, ( rmr’) QPx QP is an element of Mp of finite rank. cl 
The previous lemma assures that, for all p E P, one can fix a relation &‘I E M 
such that &$$ QP is an idempotent of MP of (finite) minimal rank. We set 
sP = FiX($;xQP) C QP 
and denote by &$$ QP = q-,1’ ( cp c Qp x S’, lp c S’ x 0,) the column-row decomposi- 
tion of &g’xQ 
PO 
Lemma 2. In the hypotheses qf Proposition 1, if m E M and p, , p2 E P are such that 
(Pl,P2kf-‘mLA (9 
then s= 1 pI m Qp,xQp,cp2 is a bijection between $,, and Sp2. Otherwise, s is the empty 
relation. 
Proof. If (5) is verified, then 1)2Qp,xQp, is nonempty. By the transitivity of N, there 
exists an m’E M such that mbp2xQp, # 0. Then, by (4), one has ( m&(p2h’)Qp,xQp, # 0 
and 
s1~m~p2xQP,cp, = ~p,(m&‘p2’mf)Qp,~Qp,CP, l 
This relation is a permutatiun by 
lly, s can be shown 
contrary, (5) is not verifi 
empty, too. Cl 
at s is right-invertible. 
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Now we are ready to prove our main result. 
Proof of Proposition 1. For all p E P, let us fix an sP E S’. Then, let us define the 
partial functions g, h by setting 
(q&E g if (4, p) Ef and (sP, 4) E b; 
(q, p) E h if (q, p) E f and there exists a t E S,, such that (q, t) E cP. 
For all m E M, one has ( pl, p2) E g-‘mh if and only if there exist q1 E Qm , q2 E Qn, 
t E S, such that ( sh , ql) E I,, ( ql, q2) E m and ( q2, t) E cpr, that is, if and only if one 
has 
for some fE Spr . Consequently, inview of Lemma 2, one derives f -‘mf = g-‘mh for 
all m E M. 
Now we shall show that (g, h) is an unambiguous reduction. Let ql, q2, qi, qi e 
Q,p1,p2EP,mEM besuchthat 
(PI, 411, (P*, q:)&, (Q1,42), M, 41 E w (q2, P2), (4L P2) E h- 
Then one has 
wiGQh, 42, q;E Q&r (s*, 9 cl,), (spr, 43 E lfi 
and there exist t, tk Sp2 such that (q2, t), (q;, t’) E cp2. We deduce 
&, 9 t), (sp,, t’) E ~&Qp,xQp2c~ 
and therefore, in view of Lemma 2, t = t’. Since l’, and cp2 are restrictions of 8’1) 
and ~‘~2) respectively, we obtain 
(S&S 4A (sn 9 d) E @‘), (q2, 0, (4Lt) E dp2) 
and hence, by the unambiguity of M, 
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